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An "in-basket" test (representative sample of work usually

found in the incoming mail basket of a person in a specific

desk job) was designed to be used under limitations imposed

by Civil Service Statute 1269m concerning merit examinations

for the position of police sergeant. This test was used in

conjunction with the traditional cognitive skills. test and

performance evaluations. Subjects were 20 white male police

officers. Peer and supervisory evaluations and predictions

of who would make the best sergeant were correlated with total

scores on the three-part test. Results indicate that the

in-basket test contributes a unique and viable dimension to

the traditional merit examination, and aids in the selection

of those considered most qualified. Use of the in-basket test

under Code 1269m was subsequently approved by the Civil Service

Commission.
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AN IN-BASKET PROMOTIONAL EXAMINATION FOR POLICE SERGEANT

THAT CAN BE USED UNDER CIVIL SERVICE CODE 1269m

A police officer's role in contemporary society has become

increasingly complex. The technological sophistication of the

equipment that must be understood and operated, the cognitive

skills necessary to amass great quantities of written material,

and the superior interpersonal and organizational skills which

must be demonstrated in order to survive under stressful condi-

tions are all imperative for the efficient performance of a

police officer's duties. The competitive merit system upon

which promotion in the public sector is based has not kept pace

with the increasing complexity of the job. A measure of job-

related abilities is needed in addition to the traditional

measures of cognitive skills and evaluations of performance.

The, in-basket test would provide this needed dimension. It

is based on a -representative sample of a full year's supply of

the types of problems normally encountered in the incoming

mail basket of a person in the actual job situation, which the

candidate is expected to solve.

Civil service regulations are explicit in what they out-

line as promotional criteria. Vernon's Annotated.Revised Civil

Statutes of the State of Texas, 1976, Section 14, paragraph

D, subparagraph 1 of Article 1269m states:

All applicants shall be given an identical examina-

tion in the presence of each other, which promotional
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examination shall be entirely in writing and no part

of which shall be by oral interview, and all of the

questions asked therein shall be prepared and composed

in such a manner that the grading of the examination

papers can be promptly completed immediately after

the holding of the examination and shall be prepared

so as to test the knowledge of the applicants concern-

ing information and facts, and all of said questions

shall be based upon material which has been made avail-

able to all members of the Fire or Police Department

involved and shall be based upon duties of the posi-

tion sought and upon study courses given by such

Department Schools of Instruction and upon the appli-

cant's efficiency.

However, not every municipality has. optioned for state civil

service affiliation. Consequently, some cities incorporate

novel, even unique, testing strategies when seeking candidates

for promotion while others rely. to a large extent on the

spoils system and promote only those officers who have the

chief's interest or attention. Considering the diversity of

methodology of promotions, one can easily fault both the

highly restrictive and rigid nature of civil service promo-

tional tests and the laxity often encountered in the non-civil

service systems.

The traditional paper-and-pencil test which is based on

preestablished reading material may be an adequate measure of

such cognitive skills _as reading, writing, and memory, but
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these skills represent only a portion of a police sergeant's

job and are not an adequate basis on which to determine promo-

tions. Today's industrial psychologists would do well to

concentrate their efforts on the construction of testing instru-

ments that can be administered within present allowable para-

meters. If the traditional civil service cognitive test could

be combined with a situational job excercise based on skills

and abilities related to successful performance of duties and

still meet with code requirements, then the merit examination

would serve as a more effective predictor of job performance.

When the police administration in a medium-sized north

Texas municipality, population 60,000, requested an original

testing instrument to be used in the formulation of an eligi-

bility list for the position of sergeant, the occasion.presented

a unique opportunity to design a situational job exercise which

would be acceptable under civil service restrictions, and

yet allow for the measurement of previously untapped areas of

ability. The purpose of this thesis is to describe the con-

struction of such an instrument. Code 1269m (quoted earlier)

contains the statement that tests may be based "on duties of

the position sought," that is, the tasks a sergeant must

perform in the ordinary, everyday execution of his office.

This new test is designed around "job-related" tasks with a

heavy emphasis on content validity. It is to be used in

conjunction with the traditional cognitive skills test and the

usual supervisory evaluations for the sole purpose of choosing

a better candidate for promotion.
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Other police departments have made attempts to broaden

the scope of their promotional examinations. O'Leary (1976)

described the action taken by the Kansas City Police Depart-

ment when they were confronted with the task of generating an

eligibility list for the position of police sergeant. Their

testing instrument was divided into three parts: a traditional

job-knowledge test; a close inspection of each candidate's

personnel file by a review board; and a simulated, on-the-job

situation test based on actual job behaviors which were deter-

mined through a series of job analysis interviews with people

currently in the target position. Results of the job-simulation

test and the candidate reviews were combined with the written

test scores to generate a final score. Negative correlations

were found between time on the job and both the written and job

behavior tests, strongly suggesting that those who have been

patrol officers the longest will not necessarily make the best

sergeants. O'Leary stated that the single-minded pursuit of

objectivity in civil service testing, which he termed "objec-

tivity bias," masked the importance of other valid predictor

characteristics which were difficult to measure in a paper-

and-pencil test. He cautioned test experts to expect resis-

tance from the civil service sector when initiating alternate

tests.

Situational tests seem to be a viable alternative testing

approach. One of the most important steps in constructing

a situational exercise is the job analysis. Prien (1977)

discussed methods of job analysis and recommended a
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task-oriented approach over a people-oriented approach as less

vulnerable to contamination. He believed 'one-of the biggest

weaknesses of the usual design was that the occupational classi-

fication itself was used as the criterion rather than perform-

ance, implying that those in a particular position were the

best qualified to fill it, which may not be true. He claimed

task-oriented questionnaires intentionally differentiated jobs

within groups and that these differences were consistent with

the criterion group characteristics, for example: chief

executives scored higher on "long-range planning ability" than

middle management.

McClelland (1973) had a good, common sense approach to

job anlaysis:

If you want to test who will be a good policeman,

go find out what a policeman does. Follow him

around, make a list of his activities, and sample

from that list in screening applicants. Some of the

job sampling will have to be based on theory . . .

sample the vocabulary he must use to communicate .

not the vocabulary that men who have never been on

the police force think it is proper to know. And

do not rely on supervisor's judgments of who are the

better policemen because that is not, strictly

speaking, job analysis but analysis of what poeple

think involves better performance. (p. 7)

Job analysis may be accomplished through the critical

incidents technique developed by Flanagan (1954) for the Army
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Air Force in World War II. This technique involved collecting

vignettes of human behavior from first-hand observers. By

an "incident" was meant any observable human activity that was

sufficiently complete in itself to permit inferences and

predictions to be made about the person committing the act.

Critical incidents were defined as extreme behavior, either

outstandingly effective or ineffective in achieving the aims

of the activity performed. There were no rigid rules to be

followed in the use of these incidents, consequently they could

be very flexible depending on the situation. According to

Flanagan, there were five steps in the collection and use of

critical incidents: determine the general aim of the activity

to be measured, develop plans and specifications for collect-

ing factual incidents, collect the data, separate incidents

into categories describing necessary characteristics of the

job, then interpret and report data collected. The separation

of critical incidents into categories is the most difficult

of the tasks, because it is usually inductive and relatively

subjective.

Ronan, Talbert, and Mullet (1977) described an attempt

to meet the standards of various federal legislations con-

cerned with the choosing of police officers. They conducted

a job analysis based on Flanagan's critical incidents in concert

with a second job analysis based on the Position Analysis

Questionnaire, which is used primarily in judging appropriate

selection instruments. These critical incidents were then

factor analyzed into 17 separate job dimensions. Tests were
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developed to measure these dimensions which were eventually

dichotomized into a physical and a cognitive factor. The

cognitive tests included a 50-item, multiple-choice test on

job-related knowledge, arecognition test with mugshots,

another with pictures of stolen vehicles, a discrepancy test

based on a taped squabble involving a couple anid a witness,

and two situational tests: one on a car seen weaving down

the road, and the other on three armed suspects apprehended

in a bar. Other tests measured such traits as aggressiveness,

social insights, the ability to work as a member of a team,

organization abilities, and ability to follow instructions.

Dimensions such as personal appearance, which would be

difficult to test, were scored based on supervisory ratings.

Work histories were also collected. All measures were then

intercorrelated. The largest correlations were found between

work histories (absences and disciplinary actions) and cogni-

tive measures (r = -0.93), indicating that those who scored

highest on job-knowledge tests were least likely to be involved

in disciplinary actions or unexcused absences. Biographical

information correlated well with all criteria, especially job

tests and work history.

Techniques used at assessment centers were critically

evaluated with the idea of fitting them into the directives

for State Civil Service Code 1269m, thus complying with the

requirements that tests be immediately scorable and strictly

paper-and-pencil. Most of the methods used (such as role plays,

executives games, and leaderless groups) , necessitated more
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verbal interactions than would be permissable. Bray and

Grant (1966) reported predictions based on the in-basket test

have been quite accurate: 80% of those judged by the staff

as having potential\ were later advanced into management,

whereas 95% of those judged as lacking .potential did not advance.

They failed to note, however, whether or not subsequent super-

visors had access to these assessment center labels.

Klimoski and Strickland (1977) were not impressed with

the accuracy of assessment center predictions. They contended

the centers worked because the staff was able to anticipate

how and on what basis managers would make their decisions in

the area of future promotions. They noted the "curious homo-

geneity" of the criteria used in the few validity studies which

have been done, usually promotions or salary, and suggested

the possibility that impressive correlations may actually have

meant assessment centers accurately predicted what people

would say about an individual's performance rather than the

performance itself.

Klimoski and Strickland (1977) offered evidence that

salary and promotions were correlated and that both were posi-

tively related to supervisory ratings. These variables

appeared to measure success but it was not clear that they

actually measured competence, effectiveness, or superior

performance. They suggested supervisory ratings, peer ratings,

or even subordinate ratings may do just as good a job in

predicting success as the assessment centers, but without the

tremendous costs.
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The in-basket test was originally constructed by

Fredericksen, Saunders, and Wand (1957) for the Air Force Per-

sonnel Training Center. It was usually based on real or simu-

lated material like that normally found on the desk of a person

in the position for which the candidate was being tested.

Rather than a test of materials learned in class, it was designed

to be a sensitive measure of such complex skills as: the

ability to organize discrete bits of information, recognize

the inherent problem, anticipate other events which may arise

because of this problem, and arrive at decisions based on a

large number of considerations. There was no conclusive evi-

dence at that time that the test was valid; however, there was

a negative correlation with experience, and there was evidence

that the test was measuring something other than what was mea-

sured by the American Council of Education Psychological Test

or by Air Academy grades. The original in-basket test lasted

8 hours and tested the cadet's ability to perform four differ-

ent occupational roles.

The in-basket test has been used extensively in assessment

centers during the 20 years since its inception. From a

participant's point of view, the most compelling aspect of an

in-basket test is its foundation in actual situations. This

high face validity may account for the fact that little research

has been done on its predictive validity.

Lopez (1966) describes at length the construction of an

in-basket test. He said realism was simulated by the introduc-

tion of such elements as conflicting goals, information voids,
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time pressures, and inconsistencies. The participant was forced

to discriminate between the important and the trivial and. to

choose among a variety of courses of action. The in-basket

test was meant to be a representative sample of a full year's

work. Candidates were given more work than they could possibly

finish in the time allotted. Each problem was ambiguous enough

to call for personal judgment and capable of eliciting a wide

range of actions. Traps for the naive and unwary were included,

such as an item accompanied by a personal, hand-written note

from a superior asking for immediate attention to a trivial

matter. Some tension-reducing items like safety cartoons,

crank leters, or obviously loaded expense accounts were included.

Lopez divided the in-basket test into three essential parts:

background material, the problem items, and feedback to the

employee. He said it was imperative that the in-basket test

was cohesive, contained a consistent rationale, and closely

approximated reality.

Lopez also reported that the in-basket test was objectively

scored Via a multiple choice format, eliminating the usual

open-answer essay or verbal interview. Fears proved unfounded

that originality would be lost and applicants would be unduly

influenced by the choices provided. Special sheets for record-

ing original answers generally revealed only slight variations

from the standard answers, and represented uncertainty or

nonconformity rather than originality. Most meaningful

characteristics measured were related to the ability to produce

work in a limited amount of time, to separate the important
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from unimportant tasks, get sufficient information before making

a decision, and appreciate the social consequences of those

decisions made. There was some speculation that the in-basket

test was measuring one generalized trait rather than a host

of specific traits;,however, controlling for productivity did

reveal other independent factors. The three major factors

measured by the in-basket test appeared to be organization,

productivity, and delegation. The in-basket test seemed more

related to planning adminsitration than to other areas of

management. Lastly, Lopez noted that the in-basket test was

very costly and time-consuming, and these disadvantages may

have ofset all the advantages.

Meyer (1970) made an attempt to validate the in-basket test

as a measure of managerial performance. He factor-analyzed

measured areas into two basic categories--a supervision factor

and a planning-administration factor. His findings agreed"

with Lopez (1960); in-basket test scores correlated more posi-

tively with the planning-administration area than with super-

visory aspects. Biographical correlations were as follows:

age, negative; education, positive; IQ, not as positive as

education; managerial experience, negative (which may have

been due to the age factor). He found experienced men were

more likely to be courteous to subordinates and initiate more

structure than the less experienced men. He concluded the

in-basket test could be a valuable aid in the selection of

managers.
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Brass and Oldham (1976) attempted to validate the in-

basket test using a set of leadership scoring dimensions

collected .from immediate supervisors and based on eight effec-

tiveness measures rated by the critical-incident method, e.g.,

product quality, technical ability, manpower utilization, and

administrative functions. Subjects consisted of 71 first-line

foremen. Scoring was based on the idea that each of the 28

items would provide a foreman with the opportunity to use one

or more of the six leadership abilities being measured. Four

of these abilities, personally rewarding (to subordinates),

personally punishing, setting goals, and designing job systems,

were positively and significantly related to the effectiveness

measures mentioned. This study suggested that rather accurate

predictions of performance could be made based upon an in-

basket test of on-the-job variables.

Ward (1959) reported that the use of a particular scoring

system he devised enabled him to successfully discriminate

between groups of trainees and experienced men. Compared to.

the-older and more experienced men, trainees were found to be

wordier, less apt to take action based on the importance of

an item, made more final decisions based on less information,

saw fewer implications for the organization as a whole in

problem areas, and tended to lean more towards complete dele-

gation.

Kilbourne (1970) designed an in-basket test as a training

device for hospital executives. It began with an item describ-

ing the purpose of an in-basket test and ended with an item
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explaining which managerial behaviors can be observed through

this type test, e.g., decision making, foresight, use of data

in problem solving, originality, judgment of the ability or

motives of others, orderliness of work habits, cooperativeness,

and writing ability. The instructions advised the potential

executive to read everything in the basket before making any

decisions, as some of the items might be related. As usual,

time was limited and all actions taken had to be written, com-

plete with the reasoning, behind every action.

Other in-basket tests studied were those by the Civil Ser-

vice Commission for the position of Inspector (San Diego Police

Department) and for the Federal Pollution Agency for Compliance

Division Chief. Neither of these instruments was used with a

multiple-choice format, nor were they used und r Code 1269m.

Based upon the statement made by Lopez (1966) that the

in-basket test could be successfully used with multiple-choice

answers, it would seem that this type of test offers the best

hope of meeting civil service regulations whic 1 call for paper-

and-pencil tests and for immediate scoring. In accordance with

these findings, a multiple-dhoice in-basket test was designed,

in conjunction with Ellis (1977) , to aid 1269m municipalities

in the selection of the best possible candidate for promotion.

A heavy emphasis was placed on content validity.

Method

Subjects

Subjects were 20 white male police officers, age range

22-44, with 2-9 years seniority, and meeting the requirement of
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2 years of service prior to test date. There were female

officers in this department, but none was eligible.

Procedures

Multiple-choice cognitive skills test. The first portion

of the test was designed to cover the material found in eleven

test books and pamphlets, chosen by the Chief of Police and the

administration. Each book was covered to the extent that those

in authority believed the material to correlate with the job of

police sergeant. A letter was mailed to all candidates in

accordance with regulations, stating which books would be

covered and to what extent (see Appendix A). It was decided

that a longer test would be somewhat more reliable, and the

number of questions was set at 100, to be completed in a 2-

hour time allowance.

Using Gronlund (1968) and Nunally (1957) as guides, 200

questions were constructed following the formula of the desired

percentages from each book as specified in the letter to the

candidates. Nunally recommended twice as many questions in the

beginning as actually needed in order to have ample leeway

to discard items that discriminate poorly. These 200 questions

were pretested on the Chief, the Assistant Chief, and one of

the senior officers. The Chief was most concerned with secu-

rity and not amenable to permitting any other men to participate,

Those questions answered correctly or incorrectly by all

three of the pretesting group were considered the least dis-

criminatory and most were subsequently discarded, particularly

those answered incorrectly by all. Questions were closely
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scrutinized at this point and any recommended minor changes for

clarity were made. Any question requiring a major change was

simply eliminated. The 100 best questions, based on the

opinion of the advisory board (consisting of the three above-

named officials, the author, and Dr. Don Ellis, Personnel Adminis-

trat6r), were selected to comprise the multiple-choice cogni-

tive skills test. On the actual test, questions were separated

and identified according to the text in which answer information

could be found, complete with the page number to facilitate

verfication should it be necessary,

Multiple-choice in-basket test. The second portion of

the examination consisted of an in-basket test which was speci-

fically designed to measure those skills deemed important to

the efficient fulfillment of the police sergeant's job as

determined by job-analysis interviews with incumbents and

superiors. The in-basket test was constructed to follow a

multiple-choice format so that it would be immediately scorable

and require no verbal or writing skills, in compliance with

Code 1269m, Each answer had from two to .five alternatives

tailored to fit each item, Best answers were based on the

opinions of the advisory board as to what constituted superior

behavior in the Police Department. There were more items (30)

than candidAtes could possible answer in the time allocated--

consequently, items were weighted with the more important

decisions worth 5 points and trivial items worth only 1 point.

Candidates were expected to be able to discriminate between

them and warned in the instructions that not all questions
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were scored alike. They were directed to read through the

entire test before making any marks on the answer sheets because

of the possibility of related items. Candidates had to follow

instructions and read all material first in order to answer

correctly.

During the in-basket test, the applicant was asked to play

the role of Officer Doright who returned from vacation to

discover he had been promoted to sergeant to replace Mark

Stronger in the Patrol Division. In addition, the Chief had

asked for a loan of his services for a few weeks to head the

Administrative Services Division in the absence of Sergeant

Adams, who was on a 2-week military leave. This somewhat

contrived situation was devised in order to test the candidate

on two of many different positions that might be filled from

the same eligibility list over the course of the year that it

was in effect.

Test instructions and situational background material

were designed appropriately for the test items (see Appendix B).

All candidates were given a calendar from the desk of Sergeant

Adams, complete with his personal notes and markings, a

potential source of information in answering the test items,

should the candidate think to look at it. An attempt was made

to relate each of these items to the recommended reading mate-

rial for the cognitive skills test. These relationships were

to general orders, directives, and procedures and not specific

to the case at hand. For example, item 20 (see Appendix B)

dealt with Police Officer Sharon'Marks who was pregnant and
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had been ordered to a desk position by Sergeant Stronger. She

was appealing the decision to Doright. A later item gave the

candidate a chance to reassign Marks for a few months work

in a special capacity with the Human Relations Commission,

should he be perceptive enough to realize that this action might

serve as a handy stop-gap solution to a temporary problem.

Answer rationale cited Police Leadership by Pell, pp. 54, 59,

and 65; the city's Police Department Manual, p. 34 (section

621.10); and Elements of Police Supervision, by Melnicoe and

Menning, p. 3. A check of these references indicated they

dealt with the hierarchy of command and authority in the

paramilitary climate of a police department and the necessity

of supporting the decisions of a fellow officer. The crux of

this decision had very little to do with pregnant officers and

how to treat them, a situation not mentioned specifically in

any of the texts. In this particular department, the decision

to uphold the transfer was the correct one.

These explanations were designed as feedback for the

candidates seeking clarification of individual answers and

were not intended to "prove"" answers in the same way that

answers to the cognitive .skills test may be vindicated. All

in-basket items were job specific and, while not actual situa-

tions, were within the realm of possiblity and were content

valid. No answers have been reprinted here in order to respect

the confidentiality of the test, and because answers may differ

in similar situations in different police departments. Also

eliminated were special forms, tickets, calendars, newspaper
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clippings, and other items specific to this department.

Results on this part of the test were not expected to correlate

significantly with the results on the skills test, because the

two tests were designed to measure different abilities.

Supervisory evaluations of performance. The third

portion of the test was based on supervisory evaluations

which were mandatory every 6 months. An average grade from the

past two evaluations was used. The supervisory rating form

was neither behaviorally anchored nor objectively scored, and

each officer was evaluated by only one supervisor. A limited

range was expected because raters were forewarned to use the

extreme categories only sparingly, and because they required

written explanations. This particular form was used because

it had been approved and accepted under civil service regula-

tions. Out of a possible score of 30, most of the ratings were

anticipated to be within 4 or 5 points of each other. In the

past, performance evaluations counted 50% of the total test

grade.

All three sections of the test were scored to total 100

points: 35 for the skills test (100 questions multiplied by

.35), 35 for the in-basket (30 questions differentially weighted

to total 105, divided by 3), and 30 points for the average of

the two performance evaluations. An additional 10 points

could be added to the sum of the three test parts based

on 1 point for each year up to 10 years of service. The extra

points given as bonuses for seniority brought possible total

scores over 100. A unique aspect of civil service policy
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was there is no minimum cut-off point for eligibility. The

candidate with the most accumulated points, no matter how few,

was first on-the list for promotion. Whether or not that .person

actually "passed" the test was immaterial. An eligibility

list was generated based on the rank-ordering of these summed

scores. This list would be in effect for 1 year. The present

opening for patrol sergeant, and any other vacancies for ser-

geant which occur during the year in any department, would be

filled from this same list.

Validation. A few weeks prior to the examination, five

incumbent sergeants took part in an interrateri reliability study,

and filled out perfomrance evaluations for as many of the

officers eligible for promotion as they felt they could. For

the purpose of clarity, and because the evaluation .forms employed

by supervisors were acceptable under Code 1269m restrictions,

these same forms were used--however, they were abbreviated and

no penalties were imposed for the use of the extreme categories.

Candidates were also asked to fill out these abbreviated forms

on themselves and on their peers. All officers were promised

anonymity and were advised that this was a voluntary task which

was to be used by the testmakers for their own validation

studies and was not to be seen by anyone in the police depart-

ment. They were asked to sign their evaluations only to

differentiate self from peer, and candidate from superior.

Candidates and superiors alike were asked to predict,

based on their own associations and experiences with each

candidate, the five people they felt would make the best
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sergeants in the order of suitability. Predictions by differ-

ent raters can be expected to be similar when they are refer-

red to a common set of expectations which can serve as a frame

of reference (Smith & Kendall, 1973). The acceptance of this

premise would lead us to expect significant agreement among

the men, from Chief to youngest candidate, as to who would make

the best sergeant, even though each person would be basing his

opinion on different behaviors which he has observed in the

past.

It was hypothesized from previous research that age and

experience would be negatively correlated with in-basket test

scores, and that education would be positively related. Work

histories have also been cited as possible sources of infor-

mation; however, in this case they were not used because of

civil service rulings that all adverse material must be stricken

from personnel records after 6 months. Absence records were

kept in terms of number of hours sick leave remaining, which

was uninterpretable for a correlational study since there was

no way to determine how many hours of absence, if any, occurred

in any specific period of time. A search of the files failed

to reveal any other demographic variables which Would lend

themselves to correlational analysis, e.g., police officer

training school grades, which were uniformly available for

every candidate.

Results

Test mean for the 100-item skills test is 52.3 with a

standard deviation of 10.3. Scores ranged from 34 to 71.
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Split-half reliability corrected by the Spearman-Brown formula

is .87, and a homogeniety analysis using Cronbach's Alpha and

KR 20 produces an r of .82.

Test mean for the in basket is 37.8 with a standard

deviation of 8.8. Scores from 29 to 62 out of a possible

105. The homogeneity analysis yields an r of, .69. Question

number 1 6f the in-basket is deliberately designed to be rela-

tively easy to lessen anxiety about the new test and is answered

correctly by 18 of the 20 officers. Six of the 30 questions

are answered incorrectly by 17 or more officers. Correlation

between the in-basket and the cognitive skills test is .19.

Supervisory evaluations of performance range from a low

score of 19 to a high of 26.5, which is a range larger than

predicted but still small when compared with the total possi-

ble range. Mean rating is 23.9. Seniority points range from

2-9)with an average of 3.3

Total merit examination scores on the three separate

portions plus seniority bonus points range from 48.3 to 70.2,

with a mean of 59.4. The eligibility list is preapared from

this total.

Interrater reliability is determined by correlating the

performance evaluation score made out by the candidate's own

supervisor with the average score for that candidate derived

from a group of 5 sergeants. This correlation (r = .54) may

be spuriously high, because the candidate's own superior, in

some cases, is one of the five raters.
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A matrix of correlations is presented in Table 1.

Variables presented are: the 3 separate portions of the exam-

ination, average of the 5 sergeant' s evaluations on each candi-

date, self-evaluations, peer predictions of who would make

the best sergeant, incumbent sergeants' predictions of which

candidate is most qualified to join their ranks, and the choices

of the top administration for promotion.

Self-evaluations correlate significantly with the in-

basket test and with supervisory evaluations. There is also a

positive relationship between self-evalutions and the cognitive

skills test. Peer predictions are well above the level of

significance in virtually every respect. Self predictions

correlate more closely with the in-basket than with the skills

test or performance evaluations.

Other variables not included in Table 1 are: age, educa-

tion, length of service, and bonus points. A correlational

analysis of these demographics indicate age and length of

service are negatively correlated with measures of any sort

(as expected), whereas education is positively related. Due

to the small number of subjects, these correlations do not

reach significance in most instances, but do indicate trends

anticipated.

Discussion

As hypothesized, the cognitive skills test and the

in-basket bear little relationship to each other (r = .19),

indicating that the two tests are probably measuring different

skills as intended. The addition of the in-basket, with its
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low correlation to the traditional job-knowledge test and high

correlation to total test scores (r = .76), increases the

probability of choosing a better candidate for promotion by

introducing a new, and previously untapped dimension to the

testing arena.

One of the most difficult tasks of test construction is

the validation of instruments. The most desirable and defini-

tive way to establish validity is to promote all candidates

who test for a position, and to retest them at a later time on

job-related tasks. If it can be demonstrated that those the

selection instrument indicates perform the most efficiently are

actually the best performers within a .05 margin of error, then

validity can be claimed for the testing instrument. Even then,

the test would be valid only when used again in the same speci-

fic circumstances. Lacking the opportunity to use this ideal

method imposes limitations on validity studies. The best that

can be hoped from any selection instrument is that it will

separate the extremes of the population in terms of ability.

Those near the middle of the distribution are usually diffi-

cult to differentiate and there is little need to order them

by rank. Promotional opportunities go to those at the upper

extremes, and these are the people merit examinations hope

to identify.

The premise of this thesis is that through the use of

three separate measures, a better candidate is chosen than

would be possible using only the traditional cognitive skills

test and performance evaluations. The final ranking generated
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by the 3-part test is of greatest concern because this eligi-

bility list is the basis for all future promotions.

Table 2 illustrates the position of the three highest

scorers (A, B, and C) and the three lowest scorers (R, S, and

T) on each testing measure used. Cursory inspection of this

distribution reveals that one group of officers is consistently

in or near the top quartile and a second group is at or near

the bottom in every measurement taken, whether actual test

scores, supervisory or peer evaluations, or predictions of any

sort.

Rankings differ significantly between the results of the

cognitive skills and the in-basket test, yet their combination

with supervisory evaluations yields a hierarchy that correlates

with the list of those considered most qualified for the job

of police sergeant by both peers and supervisors. It can

probably be assumed that those who are consistently among the

top echelon scorers, regardless of the type of measurement

instrument used, are those most qualified for promotion.

In only one instance does an officer at one or the other extreme

cross the midpoint of the ranking into the opposite half-

region, and that is due to a single supervisor's 6pinion on

a performance evaluation.

As expected, peer predictions come closest (r = .77) to

the rank ordering generated by the total of the three test

measures, and correlate .87 with predictions made by those in

administration and .70 with .supervisory predictions. These

findings lend credence to Kraut's (1975) contention
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Table 2

Upper and Lower Quartiles of Rank
Generated by Each Measure

w -Z -p Predictions Evaluations
4)4)- p 0) 0H 0
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A
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A
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B
A
C

A
C

B

A

5 B B

6
7 B
8

A C B

9 R
10 C

11
12
13
14 T
15 S R

16
17
18
19
20

R
T

S S
T

R
S
T

R
T
S 'JC)

(RST) (RST) (RST)

Note. Letters A, B, and C represent officers ranking
first, second, and third on total test scores. R, S, and T

represent the 'three lowest-ranking officers.

* Bonus points not included
( ) Zero votes
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that peer predictions may be more valuable in choosing candi-

dates for promotion than any single test, and cost less. Each

individual in each of the three predictor groups may have based

his decisions on behaviors never observed by any of the others,

yet each predictor comes to virtually the same decision as to

the three officers most qualified for promotion. It is likely

those in the predictor groups are not consciously aware of the

system of weights and measures they use to arrive at the candi-

date of their ch6ice. A possible topic for future research

might be the determination of exactly what these peer nomina-

tions are measuring and what the raters use as criteria. It

is uncertain whether they measure actual ability, or what people

think involves better performance (as suggested by McClelland).

Klimoski and Strickland'.s (1977) contention does not seem

warranted that assessment centers (in this case peers) may

be accurately predicting the behavior usually awarded promo-

tion rather than true ability, especially since these predic-

tions are not correlated with promotions, but with largely

objective grades.

It would appear from the data presented in Table 2 that

a simple and reasonable method of determining who would make

the best sergeant would simply be to ask the officers which of

them is most qualified. All groups surveyed are more accurate

in predicting promotional success (as measured by total test

grade) than the evaluations of performance which are currently

in use.
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The reliability of performance evaluations based on the

opinion of a single supervisor may be seriously questioned,

especially when his. optional range is restricted both by

custom and regulations. (In this department, both high and

low scores require written explanations which may deter the

supervisor from choosing them.)) The correlation for inter-

rater reliability (r = .54), even though possibly spurious,

is still not very impressive when used for promotional purposes.

This figure may be further contaminated by the presence of

one supervisor whose scoring (forthis -facet of the validation

study only) ranges from a fairly normal high of 27 to an

unprecedented low of zero. He rates 4 candidates at 10 points

or less. These extremes severely lowered averages for these

men. It is uncertain what precipitated these very low scores.

There is always some question of contamination in later per-

formance evaluation scoring when grades from previous evalua-

tions are posted publicly. The knowledge that an officer

ranked first or last on any portion of one year's test may or

may not influence his scores on the following year's evaluation.

It is also possible that personality variables may be involved.

Initially, it was thought fortunate for these 4 men that

this particular sergeant was not their own supervisor or that

evaluation would have .counted one third of their test grade.

However, closer investigation reveals that those candidates

who were in this supervisor's work group and officially rated

by him are evaluated at 22.5, 23, 25, and 24 points, but these

same candidates, when rated unofficially by the same sergeant,
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are scored 27, 15, 23, and 10. These ratings can be considered

essentially uncorrelated. Perhaps this rate is more honest

when evaluations are for research only and not ,require

explanation. The other four raters do not differ significantly

in their official and off-the-record ratings.

Both low scores and low reliability on the in-basket

test may be function of the time allowance. On the in-basket,

time is held to a minimum so that candidates score highest by

choosing the more important and more heavily weighted questions

to answer instead of spending time on trivial, less heavily

weighted items. Few read through the test first. as instructed,

and most began filling in answers in chronological order in a

mistaken attempt to conserve time. Not only does this method

expend equal time on important and trivial questions, but the

physical act of completing an item and turning it over may

diminish the probability of relating it to a later item should

it become necessary. Failure to relate items to one another is

responsible, for many incorrect answers. As the minutes run

out and the candidates begin to realize they can not finish,

tension increases and scores drop.

Many of the items in the last third of the test involve"

the inspection of report forms and traffic tickets. These

forms were made out with the cooperation of police administra-

tors according to procedures in the manual. It was discovered

after the test that not everyone follows the manual. Each

police sergeant decides for himself what he will demand from

his officers, and there is disagreement as to what constitutes
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an error. This may be a partial explanation for low homogeneity

and low scores. These misunderstandings marred the debut of

the new test and there was considerable disgruntlement among the

candidates about them, culminating in an official protest to

the Civil Service Commission. The main platform of the protest

was that the in-basket test did not conform to Code 1269m regu-

lations. Lesser issues mentioned insufficient time, and answer

choices available. O'Leary (1976) warned that changes in the

public sector would not come easy, and protests after examina-

tions are not uncommon.

The Civil Service Commission has subsequently ruled that

this in-basket test is "constructed within the guidelines of

Section 14, paragraph D, subparagraph 1 of Article 1269m,

Vernon's Civil Statutes," and is based on "duties of the p6si-

tion sought." -Its -use ih future merit examinations in combina-

tion with traditional methods can now be endorsed, although

certain alterations may be in order. The first and most impor-

tant of these concerns the time variable. It is recommended

that the original 60-minute allotment be increased to at least

90 minutes. The shortage of time makes it difficult for a

candidate to answer all 30 questions, thus lowering reliability.

Ninety minutes is not enough time to study each item at any

great length but would increase the number completed and subse-

quently raise reliability by "lengthening" the test. More

time would also be psychologically encouraging. Some of the

candidates reported they were overwhelmed by the sight of the

thick test coupled with the knowledge of so little time, and
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consequently were anxious throughout the whole test. This

anxiety may be the cause of their failure to follow instruc-

tions and read all items first. Another benefit of more time

would be the effect it would have on raising scores, thus

improving attitudes toward the new test, and increasing the

probability of its acceptance by candidates. Additional time

would seem to be a panacea for a variety of problems.

Other suggestions might include a simpler situational

background, perhaps requiring the candidate to assume a single,

more complex role rather than two separate positions at the

same time, and an organizational chart complete with the names

of every man in the department, instead of only those ranked

sergeant or above. Advance publicity of what an in-basket test

actually is and what it purports to measure could be mailed

with the notification of the examination. A sample in-basket

item could be included, perhaps one which would serve as a

warning to the officers that traffic tickets and other official

forms may appear on the test. In any event, candidates should

be informed that schedules and official forms will be included.

Obviously, official procedures on these forms will need to be

established. A good reference book to add to the suggested

reading for the cognitive skills test might be a book describ-

ing the background, uses, and construction of an in-basket

test (e.g., see reference section, F., M. Lopez, Jr.). Future

improvements on the in-basket test for use with multiple-

choice answers can only serve to increase the probability of

selecting the best candidate possible for promotion under
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civil service restrictions. This is the whole purpose of

the merit examination.

In conclusion, it would appear that this in-basket test

can be credited with contributing a unique and viable dimen-

sion to the traditional merit examination, and with aiding -in

the selection of those considered most qualified. Its use in

future merit examinations seems justified and can now, be, recom-

mended.
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Appendix A

MEMO

TO: Candidates for Police Sergeant's Examination

FROM: Joe L. Francis, Assistant Civil Service Director

SUBJECT: Suggested Study Assistance

DATE: November 3, 1977

In order that you can make adequate preparation for the
upcoming Sergeant's examination, I suggest you familiarize
yourself with the announced materials. The examination will
be somewhat different than previous promotional examinations.
It will be a two-part examination with each portion having a
value of 35 points.

The first part will be a 100-item, multiple-choice exam-
ination based on the cognitive skills one employs in under-
standing the recommended materials. The second part will be
a practical problem-solving exercise based on job-related
aspects of a Sergeant's job.

The cognitive skills (multiple-choice) test will be
constructed as noted below:

No. of

Reference Questions

City of Plano Code of Ordinance 2
City of Plano Civil Service Rules &

Regulations 10
Plano Police Department Policy Manual 20
Plano Police Department Employee

Performance Rating Manual 4
Plano Police Department Human Relations

Handbook 6
Texas Penal Code 10
Texas Code of Criminal Procedure 10
Police Administration, 3rd Edition 10
Texas Motor Vehicle Laws 3
Police Leadership, A. R. Pell 10
Elements of Police Supervision, Melnicoe

& Menning 15
100

The practicle examination portion will be a series of
job-related problems which will call for certain skills
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relating to your perceptional, organizational and analytical
abilities. These skills and abilities will be demonstrated
as you are forced to make decisions on selected problems which
might face a first-line supervisor in the Plano Police Depart-
ment. Your solutions to the problems will be recorded on a
structured format and varying points will be awarded for
correct solutions.

Both parts will be constructed in a manner so as to
adhere to 1269m. We feel that a blend of both book knowledge
and job insight is necessary for supervisory/management
positions.

Joe L. Francis

JLF/jw

34
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Appendix B

Civil Service

Promotional Examination

For

Sergeant

PART II

IN-BASKET EXERCISE

January 3, 1978
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Sergeant's In-Basket Exercise

Preface. You are about to involve yourself in an in-
basket exercise in which you will be required to assume the
role of a fictional sergeant in the Anytown Police Department
and make decisions about his work.

Although the exercises may not be identical to the posi-
tion you are seeking, they do involve job-related tasks, skills,
and abilities which are used daily in the position. On several
occasions, you will be asked to correct various reports or
forms. Please do not consider spelling, sentence structure or
grammatical inconsistencies as errors. Key yourself to correct
only content or procedural errors.

As you go through the instructions and the exercise, the
situations presented may seem somewhat artificial and unreal-
istic in terms of the time restrictions and the limitations on
information with which you must work. These controls are
necessary, however, so that each person going through this exer-
cise is faced with exactly the same framework for solving
problems. No one will be able to "solve" problems by having
mythical meetings or conversations. Although the setting for
this exercise is an unlikely one, the actual problems within
the in-basket are very real. They are based upon the sort of
situations with which supervisors must deal. Some are rela-
,tively easy and others more difficult. Resultantly, the items
are weighted. The important items will count more in point
value than the less important ones.

In the folder you will find a contrived situation, the
actual in-basket items, some background material such as an
organization chart, a calendar, some scratch paper for notes,
and a standard answer sheet. All of the in-basket items have
been numbered and referred to you. All present a problem
requiring your attention and possibly some action on your part.
Although solutions other than those listed on the answer sheet
may occur to you, you are to choose only from the choices
given for each item. Please pick the available solution
choice you feel is the best. It will be scored correct or
incorrect against a standard answer which has been deemed
the most appropriate by a panel of job-knowledge experts.

On the standard answer sheet beside each item's number
are listed several options for action. Please blacken in
the letter corresponding to the answer you consider the
"best" of the possible answers.

36
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Example:

Item Number
Ex 1 A This is an incorrect opinion.

B This is an incorrect opinion
*C This is the option I choose as the

correct one.
D This is a possible option but not

as good as "C."

Note. If this were a real-life situation you might be
inclined to delegate each item in the in-basket to someone else
to handle in your absence or to indicate "Hold for Monday" for
every item. However, since the purpose of this exercise is to
test your practical skills, such an approach is not permitted.
It would deny us the opportunity to look at your decision-
making ability. However, in some cases, the best available
option may be to delegate to someone else, or to hold for
Monday. In each case, you must choose only among the options
presented. Two final tips:

1. Most people find it helpful to "get into character"
by pretending that they are really in the situation described.
You may find this a good approach for taking the in-basket.

2. Since there are related items in the in-basket,
we suggest that you first read through the entire in-basket
quickly before you take any actions or make any decisions.

37
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Situation

You are Don Doright a police officer. On Friday,
January 20 at 5:00, you returned from a vacation out of town
and stopped by the house of your lieutenant. Lieutenant Smith
informed you that in your absence you were promoted to the
rank of sergeant in the Patrol- Division. You are to replace
Sgt. Mark Stronger immediately. However, you have been
instructed to report to the Chief's office as soon as possible.
Lieutenant Smith indicated to you that the chief wants a
"loan" of your services for a few weeks to head up the Adminis-
trative Services Division in the absence of Sgt. Adams who is
on a two-week military leave. You have previously served in
the Patrol Division for 5 1/2 years and know most of the
men in patrol. In Administrative Services, there is no
higher ranking officer than sergeant, but the division is
supervised by the Administrative Assistant to the Chief of
Police.

Sergeant Adams in Administration supervises two police
privates and one clerk steno and in turn is supervised by the
assistant to the chief. However, it is not uncommon for the
sergeant in this position to report directly to the Chief or
be answerable to him.

You do not know John Riggs, Assistant to the Chief, very
well. He has only been in his present position for 6 months
and is in a noncommissioned status. His background is retired
military and the rumor is that he is a strict authoritarian
and favors increased discipline in the department. It is no
secret that both Mr. Riggs and the chief are not presently
pleased with Sergeant Adam's performance, and he has not
accomplished much in the way of work for the past month due to
his wife's poor health.

Immediately upon receiving the lieutenant's instruction,
you reported to the Chief's office. Upon arriving, Debbie
Keel, the clerk steno,, informed you that the Chief has left and
is not to return until Wednesday noon but that he intends for
you to run your patrol assignments and do your new work in
the Administrative Services Division from his office until
Sgt. Adams returns. Lt. Smith has appointed Officer Harrison
as the O.I.C. for your-squad.

It is now 6:00 p.m.; the office is closed; there is no
one else around and no one will be in the office until Monday
at 8:00 a.m. Debbie's carpool has been waiting since 5:00 and
as she leaves, she gives you the following folder of accumulated
materials for action and requests that you turn in an hour of
overtime for her.

3.9
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As you want to make as good a first impression as possible,
it is imperative that you complete as much of the backlog of
work as is possible; however, you will not be able to do any
of the work over the weekend. Make decisions on as many of
the items as you can within the next 1 hour.

Sergeant Doright, begin the exercise.
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MEMO

TO: Sgt. Doright

FROM: Capt. Pearce

RE: Patrol Nomination for Officer of the Month

I have selected three patrol officers from your platK on
as finalists for the Patrol Division's nomination as officer
of the month for January. This is the type of award that goes
to men or women that exemplify what police. officers ought to
be.

The other supervisors have voted and these three individ-
uals are currently tied. It looks like the tie-breaker is up
to you! Whom do you select?

Pvt. Johnson

Pvt. Horgan

Pvt. Wong

Item #1
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20 January 1978

Don:

Congratulations on your promotion! Sorry I will not be
in the office to personally greet you and with my wife in the
hospital, I've gotten behind.

There are several items that are going to come your way
that are addressed to me. The chief says you are to act with
my authority and rest assured that he will back you up. I
wish I could win his respect like you seem to have done. He
handpicked you to help out while I'm on military leave.

Incidentally, I need to turn in 3 hours of overtime for
Ms. Keel. Chief Golightly has asked that we hold her time
down as much as possible but please complete the attached
form and send it to Personnel for her. She's not a bad
employee, but could be better if she could keep her mind off
the men.

Thanks for filling in for me. I'll buy you a beer when
I return on the 6th of February.

Adams

(Attached overtime sheet for Ms. Keel)

42
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TO: SGT. DORIGHT

FROM: JOHN RIGGS

SUBJECT: NEW ASSIGNMENT

DON, CONGRATULATIONS ON YOUR NEW PROMOTION. I'M PLEASED

TO HAVE YOU IN ADMINISTRATION EVEN IF IT'S ONLY FOR A FEW

WEEKS. I'VE HAD LITTLE HELP IN THIS OFFICE EXPECIALLY SINCE

ADAMS' WIFE HAS BEEN ILL. IN ADDITION, THERE ARE SEVERAL

LIMITATIONS TO HIS ABILITY.

I REALIZE THAT YOU WILL BE SOLICITED FOR SOME OF YOUR

TIME, BUT I STILL EXPECT THE WORK TO GET DONE AROUND HERE.

KNOWING THAT YOU WILL BE SOMEWHAT PRESSED LATER IN THE WEEK,

I SUGGEST YOU GET TO THESE ATTACHED ITEMS RIGHT AWAY. IF

THERE IS ANYTHING HERE THAT YOU CAN'T ACT ON, THEN GO AHEAD

AND DELEGATE THEM TO A SUBORDINATE. WHATEVER THE CASE,

I EXPECT THESE TO GET SOME PRIORITY. SOME OF OUR MEN DON'T

TAKE THE IMPORTANT THINGS FIRST.

WELCOME TO ADMINISTRATION!

RIGGS

(Attached: Items 3, 5, 6, and 8--Jtems 4 and 7 deleted.)
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Mr. John Riggs
Administrative Services
Police Dept.

Dear Mr. Riggs:

One of your employees, Edward Brown, has recently contacted
this office for the purpose of obtaining marriage counseling.
After talking with Mr. Brown and his wife, I feel that coun-
seling can indeed provide needed help to this couple. They
are keenly concerned about their relationship and the dele-
terious effects the dissoulution of their marriage may have
on their children.

Professional assistance will be provided in the form of
tri-weekly counseling sessions on an individual and group basis.
This will require that Mr. Brown and his wife be at our clinic
from 3:00 p.m. until approximately 4:30 p.m. on Monday,
Wednesday, and Friday for a period of at least three months.
Mr. Brown and his wife have agreed to this therapy program
provided his working schedule can be arranged to accomodate it.

I feel quite strongly that the intensive counseling program we
employ offers the best chance of success in dealing with mari-
tal difficulties. I trust that your concern for Mr. Brown as
his supervisor will override problems incurred due to rearrang-
ing his work schedule.

Thank you for your assistance.and consideration. I would
request that you regard this information as confidential;
however, feel free to call me if there are further questions.

Sincerely,

Seymour Freud, Ph.D.
Chief Psychologist,
Psychological Counseling Services, Inc.

SF/pv

Item #3
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TO ALL POLICE DEPARTMENT .SUPERVISORS

READ AT ROLL CALLS
POST ON BULLETIN BOARDS

Captain Arlie Roberts, who retired from this department on
August, 24, 1977 after more than 22 years of service, passed
away on January 19, 1978 at his home following a long illness.
Prior to his retirement, Captain Roberts commanded the
Support Services Division.

The body will lie in state at the Lang Funeral Home. Friends
may call from 1900 to 2100 hours on January 23, 1978. Services
will be held in the Resthaven Chapel at 1000 hours on January 24,
1978. Burial will be in the Resthaven Cemetery.

John F. Rumbles
Commanding
Auxiliaries Service

Item #5
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CONCORD CITY POLICE DEPARTMENT

January 9, 1978

Chief of Police
Anytown Police Department

Dear Chief:

My wife and I will be vacationing in the metroplex area
during the week of March 27 to 31. I would like to take
advantage of the invitation you extended at the last Police
Chief's' Association meeting to see your Computer-Aided
Dispatch System in action.

Please let me know what day and time would be most convenient.
I appreciate your invitation and look forward to hearing from
you.

Very truly yours.

r3?%cA .s&,s
JIM CHAMBERr, Chief
Concord Police Department

Item #6
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TO:

FROM:

DATE:

John Riggs, Assistant to the Chief

Sgt. Mark Stronger
140 Sector

1/16/78

SUBJECT: Police Officer Sharon Marks

Sir:

I have a problem with Officer Marks which I feel should
be brought to someone's attention. Mrs. Marks informed me
yesterday that she is.three months pregnant and is beginning
to have trouble fitting into her police uniform.

She has requested permission to wear civilian clothes
while riding in her regular car.

I discussed this matter with Officer Marks and offered to
try and get her on the desk, but she stated that she did not
come on the department to work at the desk and was not agreeable
to this idea.

I talked with Sgt. Hack and he indicated it would be
acceptable to him to put Officer Marks on desk duty. I have,
therefore, ordered Marks to report for desk duty effective
February 1, 1978.

401a.

xq(Z

0 A 0

Respectfully,

Sgt. Mark Stronger

Item #8
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MEMO

TO: Sergeant Doright

FROM: Lt. G. R. Smith

Don, I have always been proud of the fact that we were
friends as well as fellow policemen and now that you're "my"
sergeant, I'm even prouder.

You don't need any official congratulations from me as
I have always looked upon you as officer material. I knew you
would make first line supervisor and I expect you to continue
progressing.

One thing that will help you continue to make progress is
practice. Therefore, I want you to practice approving the

work schedule. As time progresses, it is something that you'll
do routinely but every journey begins with the first step.

Attached are three schedules that were considered for
the period of Dec. 5, 1977 to Jan. 1, 1978. One is a better
schedule than the others. Consider the following information
which went into the schedule preparation and approve the best
of these. The other two should be rejected.

Basic Information

1. You have 9 patrol officers in addition to yourself
assigned to your shift and you are expected to have each of
the six patrol beats covered for each day.

2. During this scheduled period, one City holiday should
be considered.

3. Patrolman Consistent is to attend a 5-day class at
the Regional Police Academy from December 5 through December 9.

4. The Chief's Office has approved a vacation for
Patrolman Horgan from December 26 through January 1. Addi-

tionally, Patrolman Horgan has asked his holiday for this period
to be on December 25 to extend his vacation.

5. Patrolman I. M. Wong has asked for 1 day of vacation
on December 22, since his wife's parents are coming in from
Pakistan.

6. On Sunday, December 18, there is to be a special
parade and appearance by the Governor of the State at Prairie
Creek Shopping Center. You will need not only to cover the
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six assigned patrol beats, but have three additional squads
all during your shift assigned to heavy enforcement and traffic
control on 544 and also Independence around the shopping center.

7. Patrolman Harrison has been selected to act as
Officer in Charge during any time you may be absent.

GOOD LUCK

G.R.

(Attached: three schedules; items 9, 10, 11, not reproduced here.)
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TO: SGT. ADAMS, ADMIN. SERVICES DIVISION

FROM: PERSONNEL OFFICE

DATE: JANUARY 19, 1978

PLEASE NOTE THAT THESE PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS ARE NOT

SIGNED BY AN IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR. PERSONNEL WILL NOT ACCEPT

THEM UNTIL THEY ARE SIGNED.

TAKE CARE OF THIS IMMEDIATELY AND RETURN THEM IN THE

INTER-CITY MAIL.

THANK YOU

PERSONNEL OFFICE

(Attached are three performance evaluations not reproduced here.)
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DEPARTMENT OF POLICE

INTERDEPARTMENT COMMUNICATION

TO: Sgt. Don Doright Date: January 20, 1978

SUBJECTS: Officer Leslie Prettyman

Sir:

At the request of former Sgt. Stronger, I did a routine check
with the department physician regarding Officer Leslie
Prettyman who has been on sick days since January 3, 1978,
due to a knee injury he sustained while chasing a juvenile.
He was released for duty effective January 17, 1978, but
probably did not receive this information until 1600 hours
January 18, 1978.

Due to the fact that Officer Prettyman had missed work and
we had not heard from him, I took it upon myself to inquire
at his residence at 1800 hours on January 19, 1978.

After contacting Officer Prettyman and questioning him about
this matter, he stated he did have a release slip from the
department doctor but his knee still hurt too bad to work. He
stated he didn't agree with the department doctor and that he
was not ready for duty. He wants to check with his personal
physician sometime Monday. He did not report in at roll call
today.

Sir, what do we do about this matter?

Private Paul Olden

Item #15

(Item 16 is an advertisement not included--no action was required.)
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MEMO

TO: J. Riggs

FROM: Chief Golightly

RE: United Fund Drive

City Hall has reported to me that the department is not
100% in their fund pledge this year. The lack of partici--
pation seems to be at the lower ranks and especially in patrol.

Your division is 100% and this coming Wednesday night

I want your commissioned officers to be present at the Police
Association's monthly meeting. I intend to give a plea for
more participation and their support thus far will serve as an
excellent example.

See that the men are notified and present!

Golightly

0

Item #17
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January 20, 1978

Mrs. Robert Lynn
8429 E. 53rd

Anytown, Texas

Sergeant F. L. Adams
Administrative Services Division

Anytown Police Department

Dear Sgt. Adams,

I am writing this letter in the hope that something

might be done regarding the new assignment my husband, Robert,

has just received.

Robert has recently been assigned to your unit and must

now work very closely with an old girl friend--Debbie Keel.

From all indications I understand Ms. Keel's reputation
leaves much to be desired.

To get right .to the point, I'm extremely upset over the

fact that Robert is going to be in the company of this "person"

for approximately eight hours a day, five days a week. It's

not that I don't trust my beusband, but I feel any man at the

right time, given the right circumstances, will yield to temp-

tation. I work nights and don't have an opportunity to see

Robert very much anyway, so I feel this even adds to the

problem. In short, I would greatly appreciate it if you

could do something in the way of reassigning Robert.

In closing, I would like to say that I have never inter-

ferred with my husband's career in any way. I feel it is not

a wife's place to do so. I do feel, however, in this case

my feelings should be taken into consideration and something
done about this.

Thank you for any time and consideration you may give

this matter.

Sincerely,

Mrs. Robert Lynn

P.S. I would appreciate it if Robert didn't know I have

corresponded with you.

Item #18
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M E.M O R A N D U M

January 1, 1978

TO: Sgt. F. L. Adams, Administrative Services Division

FROM: Gary Snyder, Promotional Chairman
Free Enterprise Festivals

SUBJECT: Rock Concert

Frank:

On Saturday, January 28, 1978, the "Rock Freaks," a
nationally known musical group, will be appearing at the
Music Festival being held in City Park. Traditionally, this
group has attracted many persons who both use and traffic in
illegal drugs. Even though my agency sponsors such events,
we certainly do not condone drug usage and that is my purpose
in sending this memo. We have received' information from
several sources, some we believe to be very reliable, indicat-
ing that major drug dealers will be in attendance at this
festival.

I am sending this to you because of our personal acquain-
tance and if additional information is received, it will be
forwarded to you immediately.

Garynyder
Promotional Agent
Free Enterprise Festivals

GS:vp

Item #19
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M E M O

January 19, 1978

TO: Sgt. D. Doright

FROM: P.O. Sharon Marks

SUBJECT: Assignment to Desk Duty

I have been informed by my former supervisor, Sgt. Stronger,
that I am going to be assigned to desk duty effective February
1, 1978 because of being pregnant.

First, let me say that I have been doing my job and as
far as I know, Sgt. Stronger is satisfied with my work. I1
have been performing my duties as a field officer and have
been able to handle any calls I received. During the time I
have been in the field, I have not had to cope with violent
physical situations. Sgt. Stronger said he was thinking of
my safety when he assigned me to the desk but I don't agree
with him. For instance, during the last month the desk crew,
including the desk sergeant, had to physically subdue prisoners
waiting for bond on three occasions that I know of. I have
not had that problem in the field.

My husband, who is a senior law student, has no objection
to my working in the field and does not want me to be taken
advantage of. I have also explained the situation to my doctor
and he said he would trust my judgment in the matter.

I have requested to wear appropriate civilian clothes
while performing field duty which I feel was a logical request.
For one thing, we have officers assigned to certain duties like
directed patrol or TAC unit who are able to perform while wear-
ing civilian attire. Some of them ride in marked police cars.
Another point I would like to bring up concerning my wearing
civilian clothes is when a male officer doesn't fit into his
uniform, he gets sent down to have new ones made. I am trying
to save the department some money because my physical condition
will be resolved in a matter of months.

Finally sir, I promise that if while under your supervision
I get to the point where I believe I cannot function effi-
ciently in the field, I will request differen duty.. I do
resent, however, being forced to take a job 1 do not want.

Respectfully,

P. 0. Sharon Marks
Item #20
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M E M O

TO: Sergeant Don Doright

FROM: James Johnson

SUBJECT: Help!

4)ear Don:

Congratulations on your new promotion. You deserve it.

For once they've promoted the right guy. It's going to be

strange for awhile having you as my boss when we've been

working together for so long in patrol. But I know it's

going to be OK, in fact I'm looking forward to it.

I need your help on a problem. You know I'm not too

good at writing reports and this is the second time that I've

done these. Sergeant Stronger kicked them back to me while

you were on vacation and I couldn't get your help until now.

Little did I know that you would be my new sergeant. I wish

I had paid more attention to your directions the last time you

helped me. If I had, then I wouldn't be afraid of your not
approving these.

Anyway, I'm pretty sure these attached reports are

correct. If you'll just approve them and send them On to

H.Q.'s we'll get this new association started out on the right
foot.

Regards,

Enclosure

(Attached are four reports: an adult arrest form, a juvenile

arrest form, a general offense report, and an accident report.
These forms are not reproduced here.)
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ASSOCIATION OF CONCERNED CITIZENS

Anytown, Texas

January 19, 1978

Sgt. F. L. Adams
Police Department

Dear Sgt. Adams:

Our association is looking forward to hearing you speak at
our meeting on January 25, 1978. The location of our meeting
has been changed, however, to the Hillside Swimming and Tennis
Club, 2548 Valley View Drive.

Thank you again for taking time to address our group on the
"Crime Stoppers" efforts in our city. We anticipate a large
turnout for this meeting.

Very truly yours.

Jim Carter, President
A. C. C.

Item #25
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Chief Golightly

A Concerned Officer

DATE: January 5, 1978

SUBJECT: Duty Assignment Infraction

Chief:

A serious problem exists on the 3rd watch that concerns
the activities of Sgt. Edward Brown, "A" Section. As you
know, each sergeant is supposed to approve the reports taken
by the men in his section and also check the activity sheets
at the end' of duty. Generally, the sergeants will cover for
one another should one need to leave early or be on a late
call. This is no problem. Sgt. Brown, however, has been
abusing this courtesy for the past month. Without explanation,
he just leaves early three or four times a week and the other
sergeants have to cover for him and do his work.

I've talked to other sergeants about this and they feel
as I do. We feel that since we all make the same money,
we all should do a fair share of the work. ,Sgt. Brown's
leaving early has been noted by the police officers on the
watch and several have made comments about it.

I feel that you should look into this matter.

A Concerned Officer!

0-10
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MEMO

TO: Sgt. S ger q7 oeG4'7w

FROM: Golightly

RE: Special Assignment to Community Services

The Human Relations Commission has asked for an officer

to assist in some community affairs discussions. The assign-

ment is not a vital one, but will last from 8:00 a.m. to

5:00 p.m. every day for about 3 months. The assigned officer

needs no special qualifications.

I want you to select someone to assist them beginning

Monday, Feb. 20th.

Golightly

Item #27
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M E M O

January 13, 1978

TO: All Supervisory

FROM: John Riggs

SUBJECT: Paperwork

Gentlemen:

It has been brought to my attention that the number of
errors in our paperwork is steadily increasing and reports
are getting sloppier and more slipshod every day.

We are losing entirely too many court cases because of
incorrectly and incompletely filled out reports, not to
mention the man hours wasted and the frustration and irrita-
tion the whole department is experiencing due to this ineffi-
ciency. I want an immediate halt in these errors.

There is absolutely no reason why every man should
not be able to complete a simple report form correctly and
on time. Attached are some actual traffic tickets made out
by Patrol in the past few days. Look them over and see how
many errors you can find in them.

John Riggs
Assistant to the Chief

JR/bls

(Attached: six traffic tickets, items 28 and 29, not reproduced
here.)
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Confidential

January 20, 1978

Sgt. Doright:

I have always considered you as one of the more promising
officers in the department. I'm glad to have you filling in
for Frank while he is on military leave. To split your time
between your new position in Patrol and Administrative Ser-
vices will be a bit demanding but I feel confident that you
will do a superior job.

Rest assured you will have the support of my office
regarding any action you take in either position. I have
always and will continue to back my men.

Because of. my high regard for you as an officer and my
respect for your interpersonal skills in dealing with people,
I want you to do a favor for me, but please keep this confi-
dential. I want your personal opinion on the following
incident.

Pvt. Consistent .of your platoon has recently been involved
in a fracas that has generated considerable heat for the depart-
ment and I'm in a quandry as to what to do.

He picked up a local black teenager and prominent high
school football player behind Bubbie's Supermarket the night
before the state finals at 3:00 a.m. There was no appearance
of wrongdoing but the young man did smart off several times.
Consistent maintains that he was bringing the youth downtown
to release to the custody of his parents and while leaving
the car, the boy slipped, fell and broke his right forearm.
Internal Affairs has supported Consistent's contention.

However, when the parents showed up, the youth was in
considerable pain and protesting that Officer Consistent struck
him across the arm with his Kell light. The consequences of
Consistent's decision to come downtown have been hell. The
young man was not able to participate in the state finals.
Resultantly, the school, the student body, and the booster
club is blaming Consistent with the loss. The local chapter
of the N.A.A.C.P. has publicly protested and is threatening
a class action suit. Several of the other officers are
maintaining that their jobs are being made more difficult as
a result of this incident and some pressure could be taken
of f if the public were made aware of the disciplinary action
we intend to take.
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Currently, Officer Consistent is on detached service,
but I've got to do something pretty soon. I would like

your personal opinion recommending disciplinary action
based on the above facts which have been established as true

regarding Consistent's claims. Naturally, I'll make the
final decision but will respect your ideas.

Thanks,

Golightly

Item #30
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